Technical Data
Part # LLB-45AR-08-OD
Waterproof LED controller

The waterproof controller is designed for normal RGB LED strips and
low voltage RGB LED luminaries. Not only the touch interface but
also a paired wireless remote control within the distance of 30m
can be used. With the learning function, it applies to the same model
remote control in different encoding addresses. MCU internal
PWM dimming hardware to achieve flicker-less dimming.
High-power MOS drive.

• 16 color patterns, for example, seven colors static
(individually adjustable), jump, and gradual change
(with pausing function)
• 20 Levels of brightness adjustment
• 20 Levels of speed regulation

Voltage Range:

12 & 24VDC

Power Consumption:

6A per Channel

Output Channel:

RGB Three channels

Output power :

216W (12VDC) or 432W (24VDC)

Control Distance:

30 meters
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Color Patterns
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Static Red
Static green
Static blue
Static yellow
Static purple

6. Static cyan
7. Static white
8. Seven-color Jump
9. Red gradual change
10. Green gradual change

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Blue gradual change
Yellow gradual change
Purple gradual change
Cyan gradual change
White gradual change
Seven-color gradual change

Operation Descriptions:
1) keys function description

2) remote address learning

Power:
Pause:

1. Touch the POWER key, on the remote

Mode +
Mode Speed +
Speed BRT +
BRT -

Power on/off
Freeze the status when fade
or jump invalid under static mode
Mode +
Mode Speed+, invalid under static mode
Speed -, invalid under static mode
Brightness +, invalid under light fade
mode except pause is enabled.
Brightness -, invalid under light fade
mode except pause is enabled.

2. Touch the PAUSE button on the reciever. The
red light on the remote will indicate it is ready to
pair.
3. Press the POWER key on the Remote and the
green light will turn on, showing it is ready to use.
4. Press power on the remote to test

Dimensions

Safety Information
(1) Please be sure each channel has the max load 6A. Overloading current may destroy the controller.
(2) The controller uses a constant voltage driving mode, so it has a working voltage is the same as
the power supplied. Please choose the right DC power supply to avoid destroying the luminaries.
(3) Please use the DC 12V/24V power supply for the controller. DO NOT USE the civil high voltage power
supply directly.
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